
¡l

f,

to be aborted. The impact of modifying the HVAC controls on the rest results a¡e not known.

In a given building, the system operation characteristics under which reliable measurements can

be conducted may severely limited.

The issue ol what value should serve as a reference when computing ventilation effectiveness

Even with the meâsurement difficulties and uncenainties, the values of air change effectiveness

in the occupied space were generally near 1.0. Some deviations from one did exist, but based

on the limiied experience wiih these measurement procedures it is not cle¿¡ whether these

deviations are signihcant. Nonetheless, the results a¡e consistent with good mixing of the

ventilation air within the occupied space, as has been the case the limited testing to date (5'6).
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CONTAMINATION DISTRIBUTION IN DISPLACEMENT
VENTILATION - INFLUENCE OF DISTURBANCES

Elisabeth Mundt

Department of Building Services Engineerirg, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden

ÀBSTRACT

Tracer gas measurements have shown that in a room with displacement ventilation pollutants
can be locked in at different levels depending on how they are produced, temperature gradients
and ventilation air flows versus convective air flows. The upper zone is not a well mixed zone,

quality in the b'reathing zone, even if this zone is in a polluted layer. The convective plume
around a body b,reaks through the polluted layers and very rapidly increases the local ventilation
effectiveness. The displacement ventilation acts as a dema¡rd controlled system for clean air
from the lower parts of the roorn If however ttre lower parts are polluted the reverse effect, a

decreæe in the local ventilation effectiveness, is obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Displacement ventilation provides a well dehned air transport witJrin the sonvection pluntes
from the lower part of the room to the upper part. The temperature gradient is stable and not
very sensitive to distu¡bances by people or door openings (l). However the contamination
distribution is not as stable a¡d behave in another way than the temperature disribution (2, 3,
4). The objective of this work is to sn¡dy the behaviour of contamination distribution under
different conditions.

Different tracer gases are used to study the contamination distribution from different sources
(hcated and not heated) under laboratory conditions. The measurements are conducted under the
same conditions that have been previously used to study convection flows and temperature
gradients (1,5, 6).

Ilc ventilation effectiveness and the air exchange effrrciency are measured as well as the venti-
lation indices and the local ai¡ excha¡ge indices for some points. The influence of disturbances
caused by opening and closing a door is studied. The change in the local air exchange indices
for some points are measured when a person enters the room. The spread of tacer gas released
oulside a convection plume is depending on the rype of gas used. The concentration profiles in
tltc room indicate a very strong su-atification. Low local air exchange indices are found outside
thc plurne and a connection between the local ages (which can be higher thnn the age of the air
in the exhaust duct) and the sensitiviry to disturbances is presented.

}It.]ASUREMENTS

'llrc nreasurements a¡e conducted in a room with [; 3.6 m, W=3.6 m anð.H=2.4 m. The roonl
is cquipped with displacement ventilation and a heat source representing a person simulator
(l(X) W) placed in the centre of the room. A higher pradient is obtained by using a radiator (200
\\'¡ pluccd I nt above tlre floor on one of the wnlls. -I'he tenìperilturcs ntcitsurcd by -56 thcnno-
cuLrplcs and the concentrations measured by 2 intrared analyzers (Miran) are reconlcd at vrfin-
blc tinre steos and collected for further analysis. Two tracer gases are used, N2O with a de nsit1,

+
c
-o
-s|r

j



of L8 of N2O and H
lied ei in the room, pl
tor or pply air. Fig I
asurin 2 tubes is used
though.

Two diffe¡ent ventilation air flows is used (150 m3lh and 93 m3lh) and two different heat loads
(100 W and 300'W). Wirh rhe above mentioned variation for the tracer gas this gives altogether
l6 measuring situations, only some of these are however reported in this paper.

Ex.iìau( air

Supply air

Door

Fig I Plan of the room used for the measurements, tracer gas concentrations (f-f0) were measurcd
at the levels shown in the left fìgure and the position of the tubes in the room is shown in thc

right frgure.

The measurements are conducted in the following way:

1 . step up procedure to measure the mean ventilatíon efectiveness

làble I Air exchange efhciency <€a> and locat air
situaúons with 2-5 in rhe

ra te 150

without gradienr with gradienr

effectiveness eap for different
A a¡d 6-9 in B.

93

\v

72

N2O+Hc
plunrc r(x)nì

2

( fa)
trp2
trpJ
trpí
rrP5

f¡p6
t ap7

ftp8
trp9

77

242
168

t62
125
t82
ll3
lt7
l2t
407

148
103

109

ll5

80

242
207
l8l
t28
219
140

il6
127

589

where C"(-) = concenÍation in the exhaust duct, <C(-)> = mean concentration in the roorn

2. measuring of the locol ventilaion fiectiveness

.o =ffi roo (2)

where Co(L) = concentration at a point in the room

3. supply air duct
4.
5cy

.qt=l.loo (3)
2<t>.v

where fn = ä = no-in¡ time constant and <r> = room meafi age of air

and ¡hc local air exchnnge ellectiveness

e"p=l.loo (4)
Tp

whcrc fp = local age of air at a point
During stcp 2 different influences of disturbances are studied.

Table 2 Mea¡ ventilation effectiveness <p with different racer and release
ralc

Traær gæ
Helmccr gas outlct plume room plume room room plunrc room

3 for tracer gas
s from the perso_
n two zoncs irr

top of rhis is the maximunt height
d the lower level is the height ai

monì.

2

.o =b. loo =
Í1

C"(-)
<C(-)>

t64
100 (l)

r
¡

Tnø gas

I

c

simulalor

B

l0

Radialor
Træa gæ suræ

' lOm

o

m

m

m

10

0,4

0.4

04

5,9

4,E

1

2,6

Person simulator

100 ril.0.6 "C/m

74

264

r82
150

132
t20
88

83

122

372

300 w, 1.5 .c/m

't2

150
103

104

lt5

'C/rn

thl
n w, 1.5 "c/m | 100 w.0.6 "a
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Local ventilation effectiveness at different levels at position B when the facer
gas source is in the Plume.

'lìe mean ventilation 2, is naturally increasing when the tracer gas is
ruleased in the plume oußide the plume, also a heavy racer gas gives a
lou,er mean ventilatio

l;ig 2 shows that if the pollutant is released in the plume the lower part of the room is free from
tnlcer gas even if the ventilation ai¡ flow is less than the convective air flow from the heat

at

ry

l'\r'o types erning the stability of the concenftation in rhe room.
ljirst the in closing it again and second the influence on the local
lcntilation a person entering the room.

nn.rimum is also about 20 minutes.

Local ventilation effectiveness €p
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tilation effectiveness in point 7 when the door is opened and closed

Fis 3 L¡cal ventilation effectiveness at different levels at position C when the tracer

gas source is outside the Plume.

It can also bo seen that points 6 and 7 have a very low air exchange-effectiveness whcn tlìc

u"ntilrt¡on flow rate ir å""r"ut"d *itt' ttt. lower gradient, the age of the air is then highcr irt

theses points than the age of the air in the exhaust.
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LOCAL EXHAUST VENTILATION'A NUMERICAI AND EXPERI-

MENTAL STUDY OF CAPTT]RE EFFICIENCY

Ulla Madsenl, N.O. Breumt and Peter V. Nielsen2

r National Institute of Occupational Health, Denmark
t Dep. of Building Technology and Sructu¡al Engineering, Aalborg University, Denma¡k

ABSTRACT

Capture effrciency of a local exhaust system, e.g. a kitchen hood, should include only

contaminants being direct captured. In this study basic concepts of local exhaust capture

efficiency are given, based on the idea of a control box. A validated numerical model is used

for estimation of rhe capture efficiency. An experimental technique is inüoduced for field
studies taking into account knowledge of flo'"v patterns of air and contaminants obtained from

smoke testing and contaminant concentrations. Holding together numerical and experiffrental

data a fai¡ agreement is observed.

INTRODUCTION

The main function of a kitchen hood is to exû-¿ct pollution from cooking in order to keep the

pollution level in the occupied space as low as possible. Basically a kitchen hood is intended

to provide an ait movement that will carry pollutants f¡om the domain of release into the

exhaust opening. It is common practice to characterize pollutant removal performance of
kitchen hoods in terms of capture efficiency defined as the ratio between lhe flow ¡ate of
capflrcd pollutants and the total emission rate of polluta¡ts from the source. Although faùIy
simple in principle it is far from obvious how to estimate capture efñciency of a local exhaust
system, e.g. a kitchen hood. As discussed elsewhe¡e (1) standards for testing of kitchen hood

capture effrciency are available. The purpose of this study is to introduce some fundamental
concepts of local exhaust capture efficiency, and to derive general recommendations for testing
of local exhaust systems. The study is not aimed at kitchen hoods but at local exhaust
ventilation in general.

METHODS

Concepts of local exhaust capture efliciency

Consider a local exhaust opening (flow rate qr) at a source of constant emission rate, S. At
steady state the capture rate of the exhaust is S,. and concentation at the exhaust duct is C,..

Then the total capture efficiency is

S. o.xc,

ss
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CONCLUSIONS
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As pointed our by Jansson (2) S,. should include only contaminants being direct captured. Let
ihis "direct" efhciency be denoted 10,, AD estimate of t¡d,. can be obtained from a mass


